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SUIS NEWSLETTER
Shanghai United International School Hongqiao – Gubei Campus

From the Principals

Dear Parents,

It is hard to believe that our students are nearly finished their fifth unit of

inquiry and we will be entering the last part of the school year, which is sure

to be action packed and full of wonderful learning!

This past week saw our Primary Reception and Grade One students take to

the field for their Sports Day. It was very exciting to see our youngest students

working together and trying their hardest. A wonderful day and a huge

thank you to our talented PE team for putting on such a well organized and

fun event. More information will be in our next newsletter!

As we go into a week long holiday, we hope that families have a restful and

rejuvenating holiday with quality time together to explore Shanghai or

beyond, visit friends and family and learn about the world around them!

Clara Li and Karen Mathieson 
Vice principals, Co-Heads of Primary  

DATES TO NOTE

27th April – 5th May

Labor Day Holiday

6th May 

Return to School

16th May

G4 Young Entrepreneur Day 

28th -30th May 

3-Way Conference 

30th May

G2 Music Concert  

HQ-Gubei offer an opportunity to enter a continuum of education from Primary through to the end of Secondary to 

prepare our children for placements in the very best universities in the world. 
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In Issue 6 of our newsletter we looked at student action in the PYP, where students are

inspired to make changes to the world around us, often as a result of their learning in

school. For this issue we will extend upon action by looking at agency. We will go

deeper into what student agency is in the PYP and what it looks like in practice.

“PYP students with agency use their own initiative and will, and take responsibility and

ownership of their learning. They direct their learning with a strong sense of identity and

self-belief, and in conjunction with others, thereby building a sense of community and

awareness of the opinions, values and needs of others” (International Baccalaureate:

PYP From Principles into Practice).

Students are encouraged through our curriculum to take ownership of their learning,

particularly linked to things that are important to them. We will share some examples

from PR to Grade Five so you can see what students are inspired by!

Primary Reception：
In PR 1 students saw that we
had Yakult drinks quite often
and asked the teachers if
there was something we
could do about it. We
showed them some of the
examples we found on the
internet and they decided to
make their own pencil
holders.

Grade One ：A student in

1F named Junebay came up

with the idea to monitor how

many straws students used and

multiply them. After having a

whole class discussion students

made the decision that they will

not use straws for yogurt.

Grade Two：
Boris took charge of

environmental changes

at home and shared

them with the whole

grade level!

Grade Three： Two Grade

Three students from 3D, Mel and

Erika, decided that our play

structure needed updating. They

came up with a plan that was

incredibly creative and well-

articulated. They even made an

appointment with the Vice

Principals to discuss their plan!
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Grade Four： In Grade Four, 

students are becoming more 

aware and are seeing things are 

needed or missing. 

Sean in 4F saw a need for a 

student newspaper and has been 

investigating what is needed to 

make it happen.

Grade Five : By Grade 

Five, our students are putting 

together all of the skills that 

they have learned over their 

time in the PYP and you can 

see the depth of agency 

that they have developed. 

Kaitlyn McIntyre from 4C 

designed a plan for Earth 

Day activities for students to 

play whilst raising awareness 

and money to plant trees. 

Myra Zhu and Coco Chen from 4d 

wanted to use Earth Day to raise 

awareness of the need to plant 

trees. They decided to help 

organize games and face painting 

on the day. The money raised went 

to Roots and Shoots (a charity that 

plants trees in China). 

Students in Grade Four have been taking the lead in taking care of plants 

during the break times! 

Justin Jiang and Daniel Song from 

5e decided that they wanted to 

take charge of running a school 

production and came up with a 

plan, a team and even a script! 

Hannah Zhang in 5f was learning 

about desertification and 

decided to use her weekend 

time her with mother to hand 

out tree seeds and small pots. 

Her message was to raise 

awareness in the community. 
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On Saturday, 17th April, SUIS Grade 3 and 4 students took action by taking part in

a beach cleanup at Baoshan Wetland Park. It is a beach tucked away in a

corner of the park which is battered by tidal river action, seeing heaps of litter

being washed up on a daily basis. Our intrepid students and their families came

together to tackle this onslaught of litter by picking up bags of polystyrene,

plastic bag and bottles, life jackets and straws – to name a few of the items. We

collected 30 bags of trash totaling an amount of 100 kg of litter removed from

the beach! Well done to all the students and families and thank you for making

this day happen! A huge thank you also goes out to our Grade Three teacher Mr

Stuart Sutherland whose passion for the environment made this happen!
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On the 23rd of March, many schools came together at Dulwich Puxi to start an

event called Eco Summit where students listened to keynote speakers who talked

about their experiences with taking action and the processes of persuading

people to take action. At the Eco Summit students learned that micropastic are

the types of plastic eaten by animals and fish. This could affect us, therefore it is

important to use bamboo toothbrushes and metal straws. However, it is also

encouraged to minimize the use of plastic bags and start taking simple and small

actions every day to make the environment better and cleaner.
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Our Earth
by Aniruddh, Isabel, Joey, Russell

Our earth is kind
Here we can find
Trees everywhere 
Giving fresh air

To show that we care
Let’s all be aware
You should prefer 
A scrap paper

Animals give us food
People misunderstood
We should not waste food
Because it’s not good

Do not waste water
So that later
We do not suffer
The loss of water

Let’s be brave
Let’s all save
Let’s keep the earth safe
For our future’s sake

If We Don’t Care

Earth, our own and only home, 
If we don’t care, it will reply to us with a 
BOOM, 
So let’s start using ways that don’t hurt 
her. 

Decrease pollution, desertification, 
Landfills and deforestation
Plant more trees, 
Clean the water and air
Show us that you care. 

-Mickey Li

Deforestation
Deforestation is not a laughing matter
And doing nothing does not make it 
better.
Do you know this is getting bad?
Mother Earth is getting MAD!
If we care about the Earth
And if you care about the future births,
Then take action and we might save our 
nation.

-ZhiHeng Kuan
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Dear Parents,

For our exhibition, we are focusing on the safety, health and overpopulation in stray cats and dogs.
We are from 5B and our group members are Nemo Xiao, Zoe Chen, Harvey Yeung, and Thomas
Chen.

Have you ever seen stray cats or dogs in your compound before? I think most of you have. So what
do you normally do when you see a stray cat or dog? Feed them? Play with them? Ignore them?
And then go back home? You go home, but they are still left homeless.

Our group members discussed this issue of too many stray cats and dogs. We must decrease the
number of stray cats and dogs, because as the picture below shows, 1 mother cat usually gives
birth to 4 kittens, of which 2 are probably female who in turn give birth to at least another 2 females
and so the life cycle goes on and on. There could be other problems such as starving, getting
diseases, being run over by vehicles, etc.

After research we found this organization called Fifteen Year Plan. It adopts both stray cats and
dogs, neuters them and then gives them free to people who want to own a cat or dog.
Our group also talked to one of our vice-principals Ms. Karen about it. She allowed us to use the
board in the school foyer to put up posters with information about cats and dogs for adoption. If
anyone wants to adopt a cat/kitten or dog/puppy they can take the poster(s) home for parents to
scan the QR code and request to own the pet.

Thank you for reading our news. We hope you can take action and adopt a cat or dog.

5B Stray Cats and Dogs Group

2019.4.23

Stray Cat and Dog News (written by students)
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G5 CFL forum with 

Wu Meizhen
On the 25th April Shanghai United International
School Hongqiao campus welcomed a famous
author, Ms Sunshine Wu Meizhen. She gave a talk
to our Grade 5 CFL students and teachers who
had waited a long time to see her. She held a
fantastic forum with the students and teachers
alike. This forum ended a perfect circle for the 3
months reading activity which started in our
Children’s Rights unit of inquiry.

The forum started with a short video which showed
what students had done in their reading activity.
She praised the children highly on this.
Subsequently, Professor Wu Meizhen shared the
background story and the current situation about
the six characters in her book, Desk under a Blue
Sky. Alice and Mandy from 5c shared their letter to
Professor Wu Meizhen and raised their own
questions about the book. Professor Wu Meizhen
answered them patiently. She said that “More
children’s documentary literature will be created
according to Alice’s suggestions in the future”,
which made all the students eager to read more.
Next, questions from several students brought the
symposium to a climax. Among them, Professor
Wu Meizhen expressed her affirmation and
appreciation for questions students asked.
Students wanted to know why she chose the title
Desk Under the Blue Sky instead of something
about the suffering of children in the poor area.
They also wanted to find out why she chose the six
children as the protagonists in the book. Professor
Wu Meizhen said that this book had taken her the
longest time to write so far, but it was also a book
that can give inspiration and warmth to the
reader. She hopes that every child can enjoy the
same blue sky and the same rights as the Prime
Minister has said. Finally, the symposium ended
satisfactorily with an autograph session which the
students had waited a long time for.

As an old saying says, ‘A spark can start a prairie
fire’. The students and staff hope more people will
read her book and that more people can
contribute to the vulnerable groups as described
in her book.
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On Thursday, March 28 parents were treated to a wonderful musical experience with
Grade 4 students using music to share their thoughts about migration. The concert was
called “Dream it Possible – A Migrant’s Story”. Student agency was obvious in the music
classes as each class chose a song that communicated their ideas about the dreams a
migrant might have when deciding to move. They also chose an international song to
perform from a variety of songs from around the world that they learned in Unit 3, a study
of cultural festivals.

Students wrote fictional diary entries in the voice of a person thinking of migrating. Some

of these were used as introduction speeches to the class performances. A variety of
instruments were used in each performance. Drums, percussion, keyboard and xylophone
were played by each class. There were also soloists on the cello, flute, clarinet and violin
and guzhen who added a great deal to the sound of the performances.

A very expressive and moving performance of the song “Dream It Possible” was the finale
for the concert as all one hundred and seventy-five Grade Four students were on the
stage singing with their strong and committed voices. The audience was very moved by
the performance.

This concert demonstrated how well
agency can be incorporated in the
music classroom. Students took the
lead and decided on the songs they
were going to perform, the
arrangements of the pieces, any
movement that they wished to add
to their performance, the instruments
they wanted to play and the
message that they wished their
performance to communicate. It
proved to the students and their
teachers that when a group of
children have a vision and idea for a
performance then all they have to
do is dream it possible.



Our second semester production this year is a classic tale of magic, revenge, and love. William Shakespeare’s “The
Tempest” was performed by our very own G9 LAMDA (London Academy of Music and Dramatic Arts) students for a
three-night run from April 18 to April 20. The original Elizabethan English script was recited alongside adapted Chinese
text, Beijing Opera, and supported by live choral and musical arrangements.

The London Academy of Music and Dramatic Arts (LAMDA) has been offering practical examinations for over 130 years.
Today they offer a performance and communication-based syllabus leading to awards both in the UK and worldwide.
Almost 98,000 candidates take LAMDA examinations in o ver 30 countries each year, making LAMDA the largest speech
and drama awarding organisation in the world.

Recognised by universities around the world LAMDA’s reputation arrives from being the oldest drama school in the UK.
Founded in 1861 as the London Academy of Music, they were the first such institution to offer acting tuition defining
LAMDA’s ongoing role as a pioneer in its field.

The students who enrol in the LAMDA programme take the confidence they develop on-stage and bring it into every
aspect of their daily lives, whether it is presenting a project in front of their classmates or working collaboratively with their
peers and teachers. We can’t wait to see the show they produce for the next academic year!

Scan the 

QR code to 

follow the 

official SUIS 

GB Wechat

account.

The Tempest Review
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